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Space Team Program Support
• Space Launch System (SLS)
– Provide general natural environment definition and interpretation
– Provide Ionizing Radiation lead for the SLS Program
– Supported heavy ion (ionizing radiation) testing of components of main engine controller
– Support cross-program natural environments function for NASA HQ Exploration Systems 
Development (ESD)
• Support the Cross-Program Natural Environments Integration Ad-Hoc Team (NEIAHT)
• Space environments inputs to SLS-SPEC-159  “Cross-Program Design Specification for 
Natural Environments
• Orion Multi-Purpose Crewed Vehicle (MPCV)
– Provide general space environment definition and interpretation including ionizing radiation, 
spacecraft charging, and meteoroid environment
• International Space Station (ISS)
– Provide annual meteor shower forecast and updates for EVAs
– Provide solar activity forecast for orbit decay predictions and reboost planning
– Operate ground station for Floating Potential Measurement Unit and analyze data to 
characterize spacecraft charging events
– Provide plasma/spacecraft charging expertise for EVA plasma hazard evaluations
• Commercial Crew Program (CCP)
– Provide general natural environment insight, review and Verification and Validation (V&V)
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Space Team Program Support (cont.)
• Meteoroid Environment Office (MEO)
– Program office delegated by HQ Office of Safety and Mission Assurance
– Developed and maintain NASA standard Meteoroid Engineering Model
– Provide annual meteor shower forecast for NASA missions
– Provide situational awareness for fireball meteor events
• Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS)
– Provide 2 co-investigators for the plasma instruments
– Calibrated all 16 Dual Ion Spectrometer (DIS) instruments in EV44’s Low Energy Electron and 
Ion Facility
• Launch Services Program (LSP)
– Worked with SpaceX on ionizing radiation certification for JASON-3 launch
• Iodine Satellite ion propulsion satellite (ISAT)
– Provided space environment definition document
– Performed spacecraft charging and ion plume impingement calculations
• Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVER)
– Performed spacecraft charging calculations
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T&PE Team Program Support
• Space Launch System (SLS)
– Provide general natural environment definition and interpretation
– Provide a natural environments lead to the program
– SLS-SPEC-044-07 “SLS Environments Vehicle Design Specification Volume 7:  Natural”
– Provide cross-program natural environments function for NASA HQ Exploration Systems 
Development (ESD)
• Lead the Cross-Program Natural Environments Integration Ad-Hoc Team (NEIAHT)
• SLS-SPEC-159  “Cross-Program Design Specification for Natural Environments”
– Provide support to the Day-of-Launch Initialization Load Update Ad-Hoc Team (DOLIAHT)
– Lead the monthly Meteorological Systems Integration Control Working Group meetings
• Orion MPCV
– Provide general natural environment definition and interpretation
• JPL Mars Program
– Provide Mars Global Reference Atmospheric Model support & updates as requested
• Commercial Crew Program (CCP)
– Provide general natural environment insight, review and Verification and Validation (V&V)
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T&PE Team Project Support (cont.)
• Karen Altino
– Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV)/Orion 
- Lead
– Commercial Crew Program (CCP) - Lead
• BJ Barbré
– MPCV/Orion
– SLS
• James Brenton
– SLS
• Lee Burns
– SLS 
– MPCV/Orion
• Ryan Decker
– SLS
• Hilary Justh
– Mars & Planetary Programs - Lead
– SLS
• Frank Leahy
– SLS - Lead
• John Orcutt
– SLS
• Barry Roberts
– ESD Cross-Program Integration - Lead
• Patrick White
– SLS
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T&PE Team Recent Projects
• Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 50 MHz Doppler Radar Wind Profiler (DRWP) 
Data
– Developed subsets from merged KSC 50 MHz and 915 MHz DRWP data base
– Leading the DRWP Operational Acceptance Test
• New Range Reference Atmosphere’s (RRA’s) 
– Developed 10 new RRA’s for Range Commanders Council-Meteorology Group 
• Earth Global Reference Atmospheric Model (GRAM)
– New RRA’s to be sent to users
– Developing next version to be in C++ language
• Planetary GRAM’s
– Mars (most developed model), Venus, Titan, Neptune
• Probabilities of Atmospheric Conditions and Environmental Risk (PACER) 
Model
– Includes National Lightning Data Network lightning  2-D data, Interim European Centre for Medium 
Range Weather Forecasts Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) ocean data, Surface Observations (including 
KSC, Edwards Air Force Base, Vandenberg Air Force Base)
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T&PE Team Recent Projects
• Ocean Environment Data
– Updated the ERA-Interim data base 
• Continuous Archival of KSC/Cape Canaveral Weather Measurements
– Began archival and quality control of Launch Pad 39B Lightning Protection System Tower data
– Continue archival of other Cape area meteorological data sources
• Profile Envision and Splice Tool (PrESTo)
– Splices and filters data from KSC 50 MHz DRWP, 915 MHz Profiler, balloon data, etc.
– Intended for use on day-of-launch for Exploration Mission-1
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T&PE Team Major Technical Support 
Areas
• Karen Altino
– Ocean Data
– MPCV/Orion environment definition – Lead
– CCP
• BJ Barbré
– Atmospheric winds
– New KSC profiler database-Lead
– New Range Reference Atmospheres
– Ocean data
• James Brenton
– Data archival & management
• Lee Burns
– New Range Reference Atmospheres-Lead
– Earth GRAM, Mars GRAM
– PACER model
• Ryan Decker
– DOLIAHT Lead
– NE DOLWG  Lead
– SLS Vehicle Management & NE Deputy Lead
• Hilary Justh
– JPL Mars Programs -Lead
– SLS
– CCP
• Frank Leahy
– SLS Natural Environment Definition – Lead
– Atmospheric Winds
• John Orcutt
– Day-of-Launch definition
– PrESTo Software
• Barry Roberts
– Team lead
– Cross-Program Natural Environment 
Integration Lead
• Patrick White
– Earth GRAM Lead
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T&PE Team Recent Publications
• Altino, Karen M. and K. L. Burns, R. E. Barbré Jr., and F. B. Leahy. Analyzing the Impacts of Natural Environments on 
Launch and Landing Availability for NASA’s Exploration Systems Development Programs. 13th International Conference 
on Space Operations. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Pasadena, California. May, 2014.
• Barbré Jr., R.E. 2015. Development of a climatology of vertically complete wind profiles from Doppler Radar Wind 
Profiler Systems. Paper presented at the 17th Conference on Aviation, Range, and Aerospace Meteorology. American 
Meteorological Society. Phoenix, Arizona. 7 January 2015.
• Decker, Ryan K. and Robert E. Barbré Jr.. "Temporal Wind Pairs for Space Launch Vehicle Capability Assessment and 
Risk Mitigation", Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 52, Special Section on Numerical Simulation of Hypersonic Flows 
(2015), pp. 209-216.
• Decker, Ryan K. and R. E. Barbre Jr., R. Leach, J. R. Walker, and J. Brenton. Assimilation of wind profiles from multiple 
Doppler Radar Wind Profilers for space launch vehicle applications.19th Conference on Integrated Observing and 
Assimilation Systems for the Atmosphere, Oceans, and Land Surface (IOAS-AOLS). American Meteorological Society. Phoenix, 
Arizona. January, 2015.
• Huddleston, L., W. Roeder, R.E. Barbré, Jr., R. Decker, B. Geldzahler, M. Seibert, M. Miller, J. Morgan, D. Morabito, L. 
D’Addario, 2014: Remote Sensing at the NASA Kennedy Space Center: A Perspective from the Ground Up. Paper 
presented at the 2014 Remote Sensing Europe Conference. International Society for Optical Engineering. Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 23 Sep 2014.
• Justh, H. L. and K. L. Burns. “Independent Verification of Mars-GRAM 2010 with Mars Climate Sounder Data,” Abstract 
No. 1319, Eighth International Conference on Mars, Pasadena, CA, July, 2014.
• Staton, Eric and G. Cates, R. Finn, K. M. Altino, K. L. Burns, and M. D. Watson. Use of DES Modeling for Determining 
Launch Availability for SLS. 13th International Conference on Space Operations. American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. Pasadena, California. May, 2014. 
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A Few
Space Launch System
Updates
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Updates in Red
Exploration Systems Development (ESD) Natural 
Environment Specification Documents Maintained by
MSFC Natural Environments
• SLS-SPEC-159, Cross-Program Design Specification for Natural Environments 
(DSNE)
– Contains natural environment specifications to be used by all ESD programs
– Not a requirements document
– Each program selects environments that they will be exposed to and address them in terms of 
design to withstand, operationally mitigate, or accept as risk
• SLS-SPEC-044-07, SLS Program Vehicle Design Environments Volume 7:  
Natural Environments
– Selects DSNE environments that are applicable to each SLS element, and describes how they are 
addressed (in terms of design, operational mitigation, or acceptance of risk)
– Is a requirements document and is pointed to by the SLS Systems Requirements Document
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SLS-SPEC-159 DSNE Update to Revision C – April 2015
• Update the sand & dust environment in Section 3.1.8 ‘Aerosol Environment for 
Ground Operations at KSC’
- Method 510.6 of MIL-STD-810G Change 01 describes process for sand/dust testing
- However, particle concentrations in Method 510.6 (10.7 g/m3) are intended for severe sand/dust 
condition in dessert areas
- Particle concentrations in MIL-STD-810G Part3, Section 5.7 (0.177 g/m3) represent naturally 
occurring concentrations
- Section 3.1.8 now states the test procedure for sand/dust is Method 510.6, but the concentration to 
use with the test is 0.177 g/m3
• Include adjustment factor for conversion between heights above ground level 
and heights above Cross Program reference datum in Section 3.1.3 ‘Ground 
Winds for Transport and Launch Pad Environments’ and 3.2.1 ‘Ground Winds 
Environments During Launch’
– Ground wind data heights are with respect to ground level. Engineering assessment are relative to 
vehicle and Mobile Launcher (ML) coordinate systems
– SLS-SPEC-048 Rev C, Cross Program Integrated Coordinate Systems provides vehicle and ML 
coordinate systems relative to the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD-88), but does not 
include ground level height
– Surveyor data from KSC shows ground level in the Pad 39B area is approximately 16 feet (4.9 m) 
above the NAVD 88 reference datum
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SLS-SPEC-159 DSNE Update to Revision C – April 2015
• Update wording regarding uncertainties associated with Meteoroids and Orbital 
Debris environment models in Section 3.3.6
– Adds verbiage stating uncertainty is included in ORDEM 3.0, and is to be included in future version 
of the Meteoroid Engineering Model
– No environment definition change
• Correct the unit in label for Aluminum Shield Depth in Table 3.3.1.10.2-3, 
located in Section 3.3.1.10.2 ‘Geomagnetic Unshielded’
– Should be specified in mm, not cm
• Correct the unit in label for Solar Spectral Irradiance in Table 3.3.10-1, located 
in Section 3.3.10 ‘Solar Illumination’
– Should be specified in W m-2 micron-1, not W m-2 m-1
• Updated SAE ARP5412 & SAE ARP5414 to SAE ARP5412 Rev. B & SAE 
ARP5014 Rev. A in the Applicable Documents Table in Section 2.1.1
– These documents are used to describe the lightning strike environment
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SLS-SPEC-044-07 SLS NE Environments 
Update to Revision C – Expected Late April 2015
• Updated to become a Cross-Program document
– The document is being expanded to include tailored natural environment descriptions for Orion 
MPCV & Ground Systems Development Office
